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Fulton will be speaking on:
The "Ifs" of Deuteronomy
Most of us have probably read Deuteronomy many times, as I have. However the
last time through I started circling all the times "if" appeared. Over and over again,
as God spoke to Moses He very definitively used the word "if" to denote the
blessings and the consequences, of following His ways and commands, and not
following them. In the book of Deuteronomy, God is providing us with both a
summary of His commands and instructions and He is presenting us with a choice
and opportunity to follow or not follow them. From the beginning in the garden to
date, God has always given us a choice, but no other book more clearly articulates
the consequences of those choices, better than Deuteronomy.
The Remnant Resistance
The enemy is scrambling and he is desperate because the end time remnant is
rising and beginning to come together. And even though he knows that those in
the world outnumber those in the Kingdom, he also knows that the remnant will be
his undoing. He is not used to being caught by surprise, and he knows that this is
only the beginning. The gates of hell have been storming the gates of the church
for all eternity, but the enemy knows that the rise of the end time remnant changes
everything. He knows that God’s end time remnant will turn the tables and instead
of staying behind the walls in siege mentality, the remnant will turn and bring the
battle to him, and storm the gates of hell. Believers must make the paradigm
change, they need to be to understand they are not the majority, they are not going
to take over Congress, they are not going to take over the pagan society around
them, and they are not going to establish an earthly kingdom. This is what people
expected Jesus to do and He didn’t do it and neither will we. When Jesus returns
He will do it, until then we are supposed to be God’s End Time Resistance, who
against all odds and overwhelming earthly power and numbers, are able to win
battle after battle against the evil empire and forces of darkness, principalities of
the air and wickedness

